1. Torn Paper Planet

Supplies:
Paper with printed circle
Small pieces of paper, patterned and plain
Glue Stick
Tear the colored papers into small pieces, and glue to your planet

2. Alien Head

Supplies:
Green construction paper
White printed circles
Black circles
Extra green paper for ears, antennae, etc.
Markers
Glue stick
Scissors
Cut the large green paper into any shape you’d like.
Use the smaller green paper to cut ears, antenna, and whatever else you need for your Alien.
Add eyes and use your markers to add details.

3. Coffee filter Earth

Supplies:
Coffee filters
Blue and Green Crayola Markers
Cotton Balls
Glue
Color a coffee filter with earth colors of green and blue, add any other colors you like.
Spray lightly with water so colors run together, and let dry.
Glue on pulled apart cotton balls to look like clouds.
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4. Solar system mobile
Supplies:
Solar System printout
Paper plate
Crayons
Glue or tape
Yarn
Scissors

Color all the planets, and cut them out.
Color a paper plate with space colors using your markers or crayons.
Cut it in a spiral.
Glue or tape the planets onto the paper plate, with the sun in the middle.
Make a hole in the sun, then string a piece of yarn with a knot on one end through to hang the mobile from.

5. Constellations

Supplies:
½ sheet of black paper
Yellow paper stars
Glue
White crayon
Glue your stars onto the black piece of paper.
Connect them with your white crayon and see if you can find an animal or something else in your stars.

6. Project: Rocket painting

Supplies:
Large black construction paper sheet
White and red tempera paint discs
Paint brush
Pencils or white crayons
Draw a rocket shape, then paint with white paint over the lines.
Add lines and shapes inside the rocket.
Fill in some of the shapes with red paint.
Add enough water to the discs to make them kind of soupy on top,
then let them sit for a couple minutes until the color covers the black paper.
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7. Project: Rockets

Supplies:
Light cardboard rocket bodies
Foil and markers to decorate rockets
Cardboard for fins
Printed cones
Tape
Decorate a rocket body, with foil or markers (it looks like a file folder piece).
Cut out a red cone for the top, and tape it on.
Make fins out of the smaller piece of cardboard and tape them onto your rocker.

8. Project: Alien puppets
Supplies:
Printed alien ship body, and top
Green paper for alien
Markers for decorating
Circles for lights on the spaceship
Craft stick
Glue
Tape
Cut out two pieces for the ship and glue together as shown.
Cut out a green alien head to glue inside the ship.
Use markers or crayons to decorate.
Tape to a craft stick.
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